Learning processes in architecture have always been a complex and difficult research field; the specific qualities of architectural education from childhood to adulthood are far from to be really known.
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons License CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 with reflexion through geometric abstractions arrive to good design and in lower grades, either the experience or the abstractions are poorly related, and do not fit each other.
At the end of the studies the final design presented in Mallorca by student Arabella García, it is easy to grasp the control of different representations by hand and by computer, and the increased power of the design thanks to this polyphonic integration of interactive architectural knowledge between the old and the new, the natural and the technical, always in a living spatial place where each object has the best possible location in relation to others. (Muntañola et alt, 2016) 
Final Conclusions
In all the cases presented here, diagram I works as a generative method for architectural teaching and learning. No genetic conditions, and no a-priori rules, can be effective at this point.
The interactions described in the diagram I can fail for a lot of different reasons and we have analysed some of them in the previous chapter. Each student is a specific case of more or less failure and more or less successful interaction, and the role of the professor is just to increase success and decrease failure, however it is the student itself who should take responsibility for his or her design actions.
For this reasons, the choreographic concept is very strong, as the recent work by professors Rainer Zimmermann from Berlin (Zimmermann, 2015) and professor Alva Noe (Noë, 2015) from Berkeley uncover.
The basic idea by Aristotle that in order to teach architecture it is not enough to be able to do good design, because it is necessary to know why that design is good in order to communicate knowledge, is confirmed at this point, since the crossing point between the two axis of diagram I it is not simply a matter of practice but a matter of theory too. However, practice can never be substituted by theories of any kind; it is the interaction between them that generates knowledge.
